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FOREWORD

Early Childhood Learning is a national focus and this researched-based
music and movement toddler storytime handbook is intended to help support
libraries, childcare providers, adult caregivers and parents to meet the needs of
our young children. It is our hope that you are able to take the information
contained within this document and make it your own. All of the materials,
information and activities have been rigorously researched and tested on many,
many children in our communities in El Dorado County, and they have been
tremendously successful with our families. Use this curriculum/program manual as
it best suits you, and never hesitate to contact us with any of your questions,
comments or experiences at carolyn.brooks@eldoradolibrary.org or visit our
website at www.eldoradolibrary.org.
Please explore these music and movement activities that you know are
developmentally-appropriate, sequentially-based and above all, have fun!
Carolyn Brooks
Branch Manager
El Dorado Hills Library
El Dorado County Library System
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BACKGROUND & RESEARCH

CHAPTER ONE: BACKGROUND & RESEARCH
INTRODUCTION
2s & 3s On the Go! is an interactive storytime program designed to
integrate music and movement into a traditional read-aloud storytime. The
program is aimed at children aged 2 to 3 and their
caregiver(s). Each element of a 2s & 3s On the Go! Storytime is designed to be
developmentally appropriate in order to encourage pre-literacy and early
literacy skills while encouraging children to associate learning and reading with
fun.
2s & 3s On the Go! was developed to anticipate the needs of children
aged 2 to 3, who might struggle to focus for the duration of a traditional
storytime. The inclusion of movement activities keeps toddler-aged children
engaged while they learn and exercise both fine and gross motor abilities.
The aim of this manual is to provide librarians, teachers, and other
childcare professionals the tools and information to lead their own 2s & 3s On
the Go! programs.

BACKGROUND
2s & 3s On the Go! was developed based on research into early
childhood brain development. This program takes advantage of the preliteracy stage of childhood development, which begins at birth and continues
until a child learns to read. According to the International Reading Association
and the National Association for the Education of Young Children, the most
important period for literacy development runs from age 0 to 81. During this
time, young minds are constantly growing and adapting, and it is imperative
that they be nurtured and encouraged during this time.
During the pre-literacy stage of development, children may not be
learning to read yet, but they are learning valuable skills crucial to literacy.
These skills include phonological awareness (the ability to recognize and
break down parts of words), print awareness (a basic understanding of the
function of print and books, e.g., the left-to-right format of English) , print
motivation (an enjoyment of and a willingness to read books), and
vocabulary.
Music has a tremendous impact on all of these skills. The use of rhyme in
children’s songs aids in phonemic recognition, as children will hear that certain
words sound alike and understand that this means they are spelled similarly.
Music is also an excellent way to improve a child’s vocabulary without
overwhelming them; many songs use words that young children are unfamiliar
with, and the rhythmic nature of music will help them to remember.
Music is not the only important element of 2s & 3s On the Go!
Movement is crucial to childhood development, particularly with 2 to 3 year
olds, who tend to be on the go. Motor skills are a huge part of child
development, and practicing them is a big step in raising a healthy child. 2s &
3s On the Go! recognizes that a healthy body and a healthy mind are
intrinsically linked, and a storytime environment is an excellent setting to nurture
both.

PRE-LITERACY STARTS AT
BIRTH AND ENCOMPASSES
SKILLS IMPORTANT TO
LITERACY

MUSIC TEACHES PHONEMIC
RECOGNITION AND
VOCABULARY
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MOTOR SKLLS ARE
IMPORTANT TO LITERACY

Motor skills also have some direct ties to early literacy and writing
ability. Hand-eye coordination and well-developed fine-motor ability are
necessary for writing, and these skills also contribute to other school activities
such as art. Understanding motor development is an important part of early
education, and is vital to the mission of 2s & 3s On the Go!

GROSS & FINE MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

GROSS MOTOR SKILLS
ENCOMPASS LARGER
MUSCLES AND START ON
ONE SIDE OF THE BODY

FINE MOTOR SKILLS USE
SMALLER MUSCLES FOR
SMALLER, MORE DETAILED
MOTIONS AND START AS
REFLEXIVE HAND
MOVEMENTS

CROSSING THE MIDLINE IS
AN IMPORTANT PRACTICE
FOR BRAIN DEVELOPMENT
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A baby’s first movements are reflexes. For instance, the rooting reflex is
the movement a baby uses to show that they are hungry. Their little arms and
legs move sporadically in response to sounds, touch, movement, and light. As
they grow, these reflexes become integrated into functional, protective
mechanisms. For example, the stepping reflex is present when a little one is
stood up and takes a step, even though their legs cannot yet hold up their
weight. The extension reflex engages when a toddler tips forward and
automatically reaches out, extending their arms to catch the fall.
One of the first things a baby learns to control is their mouth (which is
very important for survival). Next in line is the head, along with the eyes. They
may roll their head side to side to locate sounds or follow toys. Gradually, they
will gain the back strength to lift their head, while lying on their stomach, by
pressing up with their forearms. Abdominal strength develops in a “cross-body”
fashion as they learn to bring their legs up in front of them and roll over. It may
be several years before a baby has the abdominal strength to do a “sit-up”
for one simple reason: the head makes up around 30% of a baby’s body
weight. The development of the trunk or “core” muscles begins this way and
continues as the foundation for play, exploration, and learning.
Gross motor skills (sometimes called “big motor”) typically develop in
a unilateral (one-sided) fashion and then a bilateral (two-sided) fashion.
Initially, a child may play with a toy (such as a rattle) on one side of their body,
in one hand. As they become comfortable with the toy, they may bring the toy
in front of them and grasp it with both hands, now at their midline. The next
stage is passing the toy from one hand to the other. Finally, they may reach
across their body with the free hand to reach a toy on the other side (because
there is no way they will let the first toy go!). This is called crossing the midline
and is the most difficult task in the sequence. As babies grow, they will learn to
combine movements across the midline to accomplish goals such as climbing,
throwing, and skipping.
Fine motor skills (sometimes called “small motor”) typically begin with
big grasping movements of the hands, which are reflexive at first. Gradually,
babies learn to hold objects long enough to explore them with their mouths or
eyes. Eventually, they learn to let go of objects, and one of the ways they do
this is by passing an object from one hand to another. As they gain more control
of grasping, they learn to use strategies for grasping smaller and smaller items
using their fingers and thumbs. Manipulating objects such as balls, pencils, and
containers develop as a complex interaction between the “big” muscles of the
trunk and arm and the “small” muscles of the hands and eyes.

CHAPTER ONE: BACKGROUND & RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENTAL MILESTONES FOR CHILDREN 21-48 MONTHS
There are many lists available through pediatricians and the internet to
help understand child development. There is a great variability between
children during these years, so these skills should be interpreted as guidelines
and not as absolute indicators of delays.
As children enter these stages of development, there are often big gains
in skills followed by plateaus and even regression of skills for a time.
Sometimes, children will not learn new skills for many months, only to learn
many skills over the course of a few days or even hours. It is important to
encourage children to try new things, but not to put too much pressure or
expectation on them at this point.
21 Months
Gross Motor Coordination:
 Picks objects off the floor without losing balance
 Walks, stops, and turns without losing balance
 Carries large objects or pulls objects while walking
 Runs with improved coordination
 Kicks a ball forward with one foot
 Stands on tip toes
 Walks up stairs without hand support
 Climbs furniture

AT 21 MONTHS, CHILDREN
GAIN BETTER BALANCE AND
INCREASED ATTENTION
SPANS

Fine Motor Coordination:
 Scribbles in circles
 Plays with and pokes play dough
 Turns pages one at a time
 Uses a hammer to pound
 Turns a container over in order to pour contents out
Cognitive and Behavioral Development:
 Finds a hidden object under two to three covers
 Recognizes body parts, familiar people, and objects such as clothing
 Has increased attention span
 Develops increasing independence
Communication Development:
 Communicates needs, such as hunger, thirst, and use of the restroom or a
diaper change
 Imitates animal sounds
 Uses approximately 20 words (often words like “no” and “my”)
24 Months
Gross Motor Coordination:
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AT 24 MONTHS,
VOCABULARY INCREASES
AND SPATIAL AWARENESS
IMPROVES







Jumps off a step
Goes down stairs with hand support on the railing
Throws a ball forward five feet
Climbs a slanted ladder
Goes down a slide

Fine Motor Coordination:
 Makes towers up to six or seven cubes
 Places large pieces in a puzzle board
 Focuses on objects near and far
 Points to objects in a book
 Points to more distant and interesting objects outdoors
Cognitive Development:
 Puts together simple two- to four-piece puzzles
 Places correct shape in shape sorter
 Begins matching and sorting objects and colors
 Shows defiant behavior
 Has increasing separation anxiety at age two, which then fades
 Imitates behaviors of other adults and older children
Communication Development:
 Decreases jargon speech and increases meaningful vocabulary to 50-300
words
 Uses two-word combinations
 Recognizes names of familiar objects, people, and body parts
 Points to objects and pictures when named
 Understands the difference between “me” and “you”
 Follows simple requests
30 Months
Gross Motor Coordination:
 Walks down 4 steps without support (may place one or both feet on each
step)
 Walks backward 10 feet without heels touching toes
 Jumps up and touches a line 2 inches above standing reach
 With hands on hips and without heels touching toes, takes three steps
forward on a 4-inch line
 Jumps down from objects 16 inches high without assistance (one foot may
lead)
 With hands on hips and without heels touching floor, walks on tip toes for 5
steps
 Runs 30 feet
 Attempts to catch an 8-inch ball by bending arms toward chest
 Initiates overhand throw by moving arm upward and back
 Throws a small ball 7 feet forward (using overhand and underhand
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technique)
Kicks ball forward 6 feet using opposing arm and leg swing.

Fine Motor Coordination:
 Removes screw-on lid from bottle
 Stacks 8-10 cubes
 Cuts paper in one place
 Draws horizontal lines
 Bends-paper producing a crease
 Strings 2-4 beads
 Aligns 4 cubes

AT 30 MONTHS, CHILDREN
CAN THROW UNDERHAND
AND OVERHAND, AND
ENJOY LISTENING TO
STORIES

Communication Development:
 Follows 2-3 step commands
 Understands the difference between big and little
 Likes to listen to stories
 Begins to use some plurals (e.g., cars)
 Begins responding to yes/no questions
36 Months
Gross Motor Coordination:
 Climbs well
 Jumps from the floor and may progress to jumping off the first or second
step (12-18 inches)
 Balances briefly on one foot
 Runs with improved coordination of arms and legs
 Begins to pedal a tricycle and propel ride-on toys
 Walks up and down stairs, alternating feet on each step without support
 Progresses to jumping forward 24 inches with two foot takeoff and landing
 Begins to hop on one foot
 Jumps over a 2-inch high hurdle or obstacle
 Kicks a ball without loss of balance
 Catches an 8-inch ball with arms extended
 Walks on tiptoes on a 4-inch line for 8 feet

AT 36 MONTHS, CHILDREN
CAN CLIMB, BALANCE ON
ONE FOOT, USE TRI-POD
GRASPS ON WRITING
TOOLS, AND ENGAGE IN
IMAGINARY PLAY

Fine Motor Coordination and Vision Development:
 Turns doorknobs
 Throws a ball forward and begins throwing overhand
 Towers blocks 8-10 blocks tall
 Begins to use a tripod grasp when using a marker
 Can imitate drawing horizontal and vertical lines and circles
 Snips with scissors
 Strings beads
 Screws and unscrews jar lids
 Catches a bounced ball with calm consistency
 Recognizes fine detail in pictures
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Cognitive and Behavioral Development:
 Understands how mechanical toys work
 Sorts objects by size
 Sorts objects by primary colors and shape
 Starts to use more reasoning skills as well as trial and error
 Engages in pretend play with dolls or toys
 Matches objects to pictures
 Understands the concept of two
 Uses imaginative play with people, dolls, etc.

COMMUNICATION SKILLS
ARE GREATLY IMPROVED AT
36 MONTHS, WITH
CHILDREN UNDERSTANDING
PREPOSITIONAL PHRASING
AND A VOCABULARY OF
APPROXIMATELY 1,000
WORDS.

Communication Development:
 Identifies almost all common objects
 Understands most adult sentences
 Understands the purpose of most objects
 Recognizes the names of smaller body parts such as the elbow
 Understands the difference between the concepts one, more, and all
 Understands concepts of over, under, in, and on
 Understands the genders boy and girl
 Uses 2-4 word phrases
 Uses pronouns such as I, me, and you
 Expresses possession (e.g., “my book”)
 Expresses location (e.g., “I want up”)
 Expresses action (e.g., “go outside”)
 Uses plural forms of nouns (e.g., “my crayons”)
 Uses present progressive –ing verb form (e.g., “going”)
 Repeats two numbers in sequence
 Uses commands
 Increases vocabulary to about a thousand words
 Is understood by others 70-80% of the time
 Asks yes/no and wh– questions, such as who, what, where, and why
Social and Emotional Development:
 Imitates adults and children
 Shows affection for other playmates
 Objects to major changes in the routine
 Separates from the parents more willingly
 Begins to take turns with other children, although not consistently
Daily Routine Development:
 Eats most foods without choking or coughing
 Eats with utensils without much spillage
 Has favorite and less favorite foods
 Sleeps about 12 hours total (one hour during the day, 11 hours at night)
 Assists with taking off shirts and pants
 Is able to take off jackets
 Takes off shoes and socks
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Assists with unbuttoning, zippering, and snapping
Expresses needs to use the bathroom
May be potty training

48 Months
Gross Motor Coordination:
 Hops, jumps, skips, climbs, swings, and does somersaults
 Jumps forward 30 inches and 3 inches high
 Rides a tricycle and progresses to riding a 2-wheeled bike
 Throws overhand with accuracy at 5 feet
 Balances on one foot for many seconds without support
 Catches an 8-inch ball consistently
Fine Motor Coordination:
 Copies shapes such as squares and triangles
 Uses scissors to cut out pictures and within 1/2 of a line
 Improves with writing and may copy block letters
 Is able to connect the dots
 Begins to color between the lines
 Develops nearly mature depth perception
 Recognizes and recites the alphabet
 Laces 3 holes

AT 48 MONTHS, CHILDREN
HAVE GREATLY IMPROVED
BALANCE AND CAN HOP,
SKIP, JUMP, AND DO
SOMERSAULTS.

Cognitive and Behavioral Development:
 Sorts items into categories
 Completes simple interlocking puzzles
 Begins to understand the concept of time
 Questions parents
 Becomes more elaborate with imaginary play
 Increases aggressive behavior
Communication Development:
 Understand more complex concepts, such as front/back, hard/soft, heavy/
light, below/above
 Knows the primary colors
 Uses the question words how, when, and why
 Asks many questions
 Uses 4-8 word sentences
 Uses verbs such as is, an, and are
 Uses present forms of verbs (e.g., “Daddy cooks”)
 Uses possessive forms (e.g., “Daddy’s car)
 Uses past tense forms including: regular (“I colored”), irregular (“I ran”), and
uncontractible auxiliary (“she was”)
 Uses articles, such as “the” and “a”
 Describes objects by size, shape, and color
 Engages in conversation and begins to tell stories
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AGGRESSIVE, DEFIANT
BEHAVIOR EMERGES AT 48
MONTHS, GENERALLY
DECREASING BY AGE 5.





Counts from zero to ten
Sings simple songs, may invent their own
Is understood by strangers

Social and Emotional Development:
 Demonstrates some increasingly aggressive behavior, which may decrease
by age 5
 Begins to have a group of friends
 Begins to cooperate with others
 Shares more often
 Is interested in new experiences
 Demonstrates greater ability to agree with rules
 May see unfamiliar objects as “monsters’’
 Integrates increased detail into imaginary play
 May play “mom or “dad” in imaginary play
 Enjoys singing, dancing, and acting
 Wants to please others
Activities of Daily Living Development:
 Uses utensils and is able to spread with a knife
 Holds a handle on a cup
 Requests favorite foods
 Dresses and undresses self
 Unbuttons three buttons
 May still wet the bed at night
 May need some care for toileting needs

EARLY LITERACY RESEARCH
Upon entering kindergarten, more than one in three children are behind
academically. To make this worse, children who fall behind in literacy rarely
improve enough to match their peers, but instead continue to struggle as they
get older.3 From this information, it is easy to understand why children who
UPON ENTERING
build their literacy skills early in life get ahead and stay there. When children
KINDERGARTEN, MORE THAN start kindergarten prepared to read— and by extension, to learn— they do
1 IN 3 CHILDREN ARE
not have to struggle to catch up, but can instead focus on continuing to succeed.
Early and continued success in school promotes self-confidence, which in turn
BEHIND ACADEMICALLY.
promotes aptitude. Moreover, children who learn to read without the struggles
of catching up to the rest of their class often enjoy reading more than their
struggling peers, and as a result continue to read as they get older.
Pre-literacy skills such as phonological awareness, print awareness, print
motivation, and vocabulary all play integral roles in preparing children to read
and to succeed. A familiarity and an interest in books during early formative
years will impact a child’s attitude toward reading and learning later in life,
and a large vocabulary combined with phonological awareness will improve a
child’s reading aptitude.
Two primary methods for teaching pre-literacy skills are daily read-
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alouds at home and weekly storytimes. As the “parent’s first literary coach,”
libraries have the potential to make a difference in the future success of the
youngest members of the community.4 Parents are the first and most significant
teachers in their children’s lives, and storytimes provide not only an opportunity
to teach children, but to model teaching methods to their parents.
The library becomes a particularly important element in early education
when one takes into account the role of socio-economic status in literacy and
academic success. Children from families of lower socio-economic often struggle
more than their more privileged peers.5, 6 Free programming from public
libraries provide an opportunity to model good, healthy literacy practices to
families of all backgrounds:
“Public libraries are part of the community system that supports literacy
behaviors. Libraries have reading circles for children and adults and
adult literacy programs that are free or low cost to the public. Visiting
the library, while not specific to early literacy behaviors, exposes
mothers and their young children to books, adult literacy programs and
reading behaviors with parents. The frequency with which the parents
read aloud to their children, and the number of books in the home, is
associated with increased vocabulary and improved listening and
comprehension skills when children start attending school.”7
Good, healthy literacy practices include daily reading. Reading to a
child for fifteen minutes a day instills an interest in reading and models good
reading habits. Being read to aloud also teaches children to associate the
words they hear out loud with the words written on a page, which teaches print
awareness.2 Hearing words read aloud frequently also makes way for
phonological awareness. This is particularly true if parents reread the same
book or books several times, as children learn from repetition.3
Library storytimes have the benefit of read-aloud time combined with
activities specifically designed to teach pre-literacy skills. Music employs
repetition and rhyme to teach phonemic recognition. Flannel board activities
make use of hands-on experience to practice these skills.3
Research has also shown that physical activity is tied to memory and
brain activity.8 Movement activities are also important to the development of
gross and fine motor skills, which are a significant element of child
development.9 Aside from the developmental benefits, movement and music
activities also keep children entertained, which helps them to associate reading
and learning with fun and encourages print motivation. This is particularly
important with toddler-aged children, who have shorter attention spans and
struggle with sitting still for the duration of a traditional sit-down storytime.

PARENTS ARE THEIR
CHILDREN’S FIRST TEACHERS,
BUT LIBRARIANS ARE
PARENTS’ FIRST LITERARY
COACHES.

BEING READ ALOUD TO
HELPS CHILDREN BUILD
IMPORTANT PRE-LITERACY
SKILLS.
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PROGRAM FORMAT
2S & 3S ON THE GO! BASIC FORMAT
2s & 3s On the Go! functions as a consistently structured program. While it is important to customize
and personalize the program to suit your individual storytelling audience, it is also important to find a formula
and keep to it. Children are comforted by the familiarity of ritual, and establishing a ritual early on will go a
long way towards making your storytime into a safe, secure setting. Repetition is also an important part of 2s
& 3s On the Go!, as it helps children to learn concepts and remember them.
Each 2s & 3s On the Go! storytime should begin with a song. The opening song for 2s & 3s On the Go!
should always be “Read to Your Child Every Day.” While other songs, rhymes, and activities can and should
be rotated out regularly, the opening song should always stay the same. Beginning with a familiar step is an
important element in establishing a ritual, and helps to transition children and parents into the storytime. In
particular, “Read to Your Child Every Day” is used because it carries an important message, and one that is
worth reminding parents of every time. This same song is used to close the program, which further reminds
parents to model good learning behavior inside and outside of storytime.
The order of events between the songs is chosen specifically to keep children engaged. For example,
the movement activities after the first book are placed in that order to re-engage children whose attention
may have wandered during the story. This also helps them to use some energy so that they will be settled for
the second story.
Opening Songs:
“Read to Your Child Every Day”
Song 2
Book 1
Song/Movement Activity 1
Song/Movement Activity 2
Book 2
Song/Movement Activity 3
Song/Movement Activity 4 (optional)
Song/Movement Activity with Instruments 1
Song/Movement Activity with Instruments 2
Closing Song:
“Read to Your Child Every Day”
All songs and activities for 2s & 3s On the Go! are included in this manual as storytime cards. Each
card has one activity on it, along with pertinent information (i.e., the appropriate age group for the activity).
Storytime cards are made to be printed and cut in half so they may be swapped out and moved around to
allow for customization. A list of possible storytime “recipes” is also included.
The cards are color-coded by age-level for your convenience. Cards should be copied and cut in half
at the white line (in the middle of the page), hole-punched in the upper left-hand corner, and compiled
together with cards from the other categories to make an age-appropriate storytime flip guide bound
together with a metal ring through the punched hole. You may mix and match the cards as indicated by the
storytime matrix shown above, adapting them as it suits your personal style.
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STORYTIME RECIPES
While storytime cards are designed with personalization in mind, a list of storytime recipes has been
included for your convenience. Storytime recipes are ready-made storytime directions created according to
the format outlined on page 18.
To use a storytime recipe, simply compile the storytime cards indicated in the recipe and follow the
directions listed within. Feel free to experiment with the recipes and alter them to suit your needs and the
needs of your specific audience.
Storytime #1:
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SONGS STORYTIME CARDS

Music is an instrumental element of 2s & 3s On
the Go! Each song included in this manual has been
specially chosen to encourage pre-literacy skills
such as phonological awareness and vocabulary.
Every 2s & 3s On the Go! Storytime should
include at least 5-6 songs, and at least two of
these should make use of instruments to
incorporate rhythm skills, as well as fine and gross
motor development.
To download free digital copies of all the songs in
2s & 3s On the Go!, please visit www.ghcot.com.

#

SONGS: READ TO YOUR CHILD EVERY DAY

I woke up this morning
Ready to see
Your smiling faces right in front of me
I woke up this morning
Excited to say
Read to your child every day
Read, read, reading is fun
Read, read, it’s for everyone
Read, read, I’m excited to say
Read to your child every day.
(by Francie Dillon)

Songs 1

2 S & 3 S O N TH E GO!

SONGS: 3 LITTLE MONKEYS SWINGING
Three little monkeys swinging in a tree,
Teasing Mr. Alligator can’t catch me!
Along came Mr. Alligator quiet as can be,
And snapped that monkey right out of that
tree!
Two little monkeys swinging in a tree...
Oh no, watch out little monkey,
For the hungry alligator,
Where could he be?

No more monkeys swinging in the tree,
They all got away, they’re as fast as can be.
Along came Mr. Alligator so hungry,
‘cause there’s no more monkeys in that tree.

One little monkey swinging in a tree...

Songs 2

2 S & 3 S O N TH E GO!

SONGS: THE ANTS GO MARCHING
Chorus
The ants go marching one by one.
Hoorah! Hoorah!
The ants go marching one by one.
Hoorah! Hoorah!
The ants go marching one by one;
The little on stops to suck his thumb,
And they all go marching down to the
ground
To get out of the rain.
Boom, boom, boom, boom!

Songs 3

Verses

...two by two/the little one stops to tie his shoe
...three by three/the little one stops to climb a tree

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

SONGS: AIKEN DRUM
There was an old man who lived on the
moon,
Lived on the moon, lived on the moon
There was a man who lived on the moon,
And his name was Aiken Drum.
He played upon a ladle,
A ladle, a ladle,
He played upon a ladle,
And his name was Aiken Drum.
And his hair was made of noodles,
of noodles, of noodles.

Songs 4

And his hair was made of noodles,
And his name was Aiken Drum.
[Repeat Verse 2]
And his eyes were made of meatballs,
Of meatballs, of meatballs.
And his eyes were made of meatballs,
And his name was Aiken Drum.
[Repeat Verses 3, 2 ,1]

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

SONGS: BAA BAA BLACK SHEEP
Baa, baa, black sheep,
Have you any wool?
Yes sir, yes sir,
Three bags full.
One for the master,
One for the dame,
And one for the little boy
Who lives down the lane.
Baa, baa, black sheep,
Have you any wool?
Yes sir, yes sir,
Three bags full.

Songs 5

One for the master,
One for the dame,
And one for the little boy
Who lives down the lane.
Baa, baa, black sheep,
Have you any wool?
Yes sir, yes sir,
Three bags full.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

SONGS: B-I-N-G-O
There was a farmer had a dog,
And Bingo was his name-o.
B-I-N-G-O
B-I-N-G-O
B-I-N-G-O
And Bingo was his name-o.
Repeat and clap instead of saying the letters.
Repeat and stomp instead of saying the letters.
Repeat chorus normally to finish.

Songs 6

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

SONGS: BOOM, BOOM, AIN’T IT GREAT TO BE CRAZY?
Chorus:
Boom, boom, ain’t it great to be crazy?
Boom, boom, ain’t it great to be nuts?
Giddy and foolish the whole day through
Boom, boom, ain’t it great to be crazy?
Way down South where Bananas grow,
A flea stepped on an elephant’s toe
The elephant cried, with tears in his eyes
“Why don’t you pick on someone your own
size?”
[Chorus]

Songs 7

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

SONGS: DO YOUR EARS HANG LOW?

Do your ears hang low?
Do they wobble to and fro?
Can you tie them in a knot?
Can you tie them in a bow?
Can you throw them over your shoulder like
a continental soldier?
Do your ears hang low?

Songs 8

Mime tying a knot.
Mime tying a bow.
Mime throwing your ears over your shoulder.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

SONGS: HEAD AND SHOULDERS

Head and shoulders, knees and toes,
Knees and toes.
Head and shoulders, knees and toes,
Knees and toes,
Eyes and ears,
And mouth and nose.
Head and shoulders, knees and toes,
Knees and toes.

Touch each body part as it is named.

Repeat faster and faster.

Songs 9

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

SONGS: HICKORY, DICKORY, DOCK
Hickory, dickory, dock,
The mouse ran up the clock.
The clock struck one,
the mouse ran down,
Hickory, dickory, dock.

Clap with each word.
Run the fingers of your right hand up your left arm.
Clap your hands together once over your head.
Run the fingers of your left hand down your right arm.
Clap with each word.

...the bird looked at the clock
the clock stuck two,
and away she flew...
...the dog barked at the clock
the clock struck three,
Fiddle-de-dee...

Songs 10

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

SONGS: HOKEY POKEY

You put your right foot in
You take your right foot out
You put your right foot in in
And you shake it all about
You do the hokey pokey
And you turn yourself around
That’s what it’s all about.

Songs 11

Repeat with different body parts, asking kids for
suggestions on what to put in next.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

SONGS: IF YOU’RE HAPPY AND YOU KNOW IT

If you’re happy and you know it, clap your
hands (clap clap)
If you’re happy and you know it, clap your
hands (clap clap)
If you’re happy and you know it, then your
face will surely show it
If you’re happy and you know it, clap you
hands (clap clap)

Songs 12

If you’re sad and you know it, say
“Boohoo” (boohoo)...
If you’re mad and you know it, stomp your feet
(stomp stomp)...
If you’re happy and you know it, shout
“hooray!” (Hooray!)...

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

SONGS: MICHAEL FINNEGAN
There was an old man
Named Michael Finnegan
He had whiskers
On his chin-ne-gan
The wind blew them off
And blew them on again
Poor old Michael Finnegan, Begin Again.

There was an old man
Named Michael Finnegan
He looked up and saw those twins again
He turned ‘round
And there they were again
Poor old Michael Finnegan, Begin Again.

There was an old man
Named Michael Finnegan
He went fishing
With a pinnegan
Sat all day
Reeled it in again
Poor old Michael Finnegan, Begin Again.

There was an old man
Named Michael Finnegan
Heard this song
And began to sing again
sang so long
So don’t begin again
And that’s the end of Michael Finnegan!
Don’t begin again!

Songs 13

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

SONGS: THE MORE WE GET TOGETHER
Chorus
The more we get together
Together, together
The more we get together
The happier we’ll be
Cause your friends are my friends
And my friends are your friends
The more we get together
The happier we’ll be

Songs 14

Verses
The more we play together...
The more we dance together...
The more we get together...

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

SONGS: OH! SUSANNA
I come from Alabama with my banjo on my
knee,
I’m going to Louisiana, for my true love for to
see.
It rained all night the day I left, the weather it
was dry,
The air so hot I saw my breath, Susanna, don’t
you cry.
Chorus:
Oh! Susanna, Oh don’t you cry for me,
For I come from Alabama with my banjo on
my knee.

Songs 15

I had a dream the other night, when everything
was still;
I thought I saw Susanna dear, a coming down
the hill.
A buckwheat cake was in her mouth, a tear
was in her eye
Says I, I’m coming from the south, Susanna,
don’t you cry.
[chorus]

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

SONGS: OLD MACDONALD
Chorus
Old MacDonald had a farm
E-I-E-I-O
And on this farm he had a duck
E-I-E-I-O
With a quack quack here
And a quack quack there
Here a quack, there a quack,
Everywhere a quack quack
Old MacDonald had a farm
E-I-E-I-O

Songs 16

Verses
And on this farm he had a cow/with a moo moo
here...
And on this farm he had a pig/with an oink oink
here...
And on this farm he had a horse/with a neigh
neigh here...

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

SONGS: POP! GOES THE WEASEL

Round and round the cobbler’s bench the monkey chased
the weasel
The monkey thought it was all in fun
POP! Goes the weasel!
A penny for a spool of thread, a penny for a needle
That’s the way the money goes
POP! Goes the weasel!

Songs 17

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

SONGS: ROW, ROW, ROW YOUR BOAT

Row, row, row your boat,
Gently down the stream.
Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily
Life is but a dream.

Fly, fly, fly your plane,
Up into the sky.
Over the clouds and around the world,
Flying way up high!

Drive, drive, drive your car
Safely through the town
Driving here and driving there,
Driving all around.

Row, row, row your boat,
Gently down the stream.
Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily
Life is but a dream.

Songs 18

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

SONGS: SHE’LL BE COMIN’ ROUND THE MOUNTAIN
Chorus
She’ll be comin’ round the mountain when
she comes.
She’ll be comin’ round the mountain when
she comes.
She’ll be comin’ round the mountain,
She’ll be comin’ round the mountain,
She’ll be comin’ round the mountain when
she comes.

Songs 19

Verses
She’ll be driving six white horses when she
comes...
Oh, we’ll all go to meet her when she comes...

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

SONGS: SKIP TO MY LOU
Chorus:
Skip, skip, skip to my Lou.
Skip, skip, skip to my Lou,
Skip, skip, skip to my Lou,
Skip to my Lou, my darlin’!
Lost my partner what’ll I do?...
Skip to my Lou, my darlin’!
[chorus]
I’ll find a partner, I’m looking at you...
Skip to my Lou, my darlin’!
[chorus]

Songs 20

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

SONGS: SWEETLY SINGS THE DONKEY

Sweetly sings the donkey at the break of
day;
If you do not feed him, this is what he’ll
say,
“Hee Haw, Hee Haw, Hee Haw, Hee Haw!”

Songs 21

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

SONGS: THE WHEELS ON THE BUS
Chorus

Verses
The wipers on the bus go swish, swish, swish...
(swipe hand back and forth like window wipers)

The wheels on the bus go round and round,
Round and round, round and round.
The wheels on the bus go round and round,
All through the town.

The doors on the bus go open and shut....
(open your arms wide and clap your hands)
The driver on the bus says “move on back”...
(point over your shoulder with your thumb)
The people on the bus go up and down...
(encourage parents to lift and lower children or to do
a knee-bounce by demonstrating with a puppet in your
lap)

Songs 22

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

BEAN BAG STORYTIME CARDS

Bean Bags are an excellent storytime tool.
Holding a bean bag functions as a sensory
experience for young children, and the grasping
motion required to do so makes use of fine motor
skills that will be vital for learning to write.
Bean bag activities exercise both fine and
gross motor activity. Actions such as kicking or
standing on the bean bag require children to
practice balancing, while tossing and catching test
a little one’s developing depth perception.

#

MOVEMENT: BEAN BAG LEVEL 1 (21 MONTHS)

Play a game of dropping the bean
bag on the ground and picking it up.
Cue with words “down!” and “up!”

Bean Bag 1A

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BEAN BAG LEVEL 1 (21 MONTHS)

Have children
pass the bean bag back and forth with
a parent. Add different instructions i.e.
using both hands, using only one
hand, and so on...

Bean Bag 1B

Song Option:
This is the way we pass the bean bag,
Pass the bean bag, Pass the bean bag,
This is the way we pass the bean bag
Early in the morning.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BEAN BAG LEVEL 1 (21 MONTHS)

Put the bean bag on the ground and
kick it.

Bean Bag 1C

Gross Motor skills are important because they
are the foundation movements a child needs to
play sports and school activities with confidence.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BEAN BAG LEVEL 2 (24 MONTHS)

Step over the bean bag. Add hula
hoops for more instructional fun, i.e.
toss bean bag into hoop or toss
through the hoop

Bean Bag 2A

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BEAN BAG LEVEL 2 (24 MONTHS)

Stand and balance on the bean bag
with 2 feet.

Bean Bag 2B

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BEAN BAG LEVEL 2 (24 MONTHS)

Move bean bag up high and then
down low.

Bean Bag 2C

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BEAN BAG LEVEL 3 (30 MONTHS)

Pass the bean bag from one hand to
the other.

Bean Bag 3A

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BEAN BAG LEVEL 3 (30 MONTHS)

Step over bean bag backwards.

Bean Bag 3B

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BEAN BAG LEVEL 3 (30 MONTHS)

Two step game: “touch your knee,
touch your head,” etc.

Bean Bag 3C

Fun and engaging way for learning the names
of parts of the body. Have the kids help with
the suggestions.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BEAN BAG LEVEL 3 (30 MONTHS)

Hold bean bag with two hands and
move it in a circular motion.
Now switch directions.

Bean Bag 3D

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BEAN BAG LEVEL 4 (36 MONTHS)

Stand in a circle and pass the bean
bags.

Bean Bag 4A

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BEAN BAG LEVEL 4 (36 MONTHS)

Throw bean bag in a hula hoop lying
on the ground.

Bean Bag 4B

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BEAN BAG LEVEL 4 (36 MONTHS)

Jump over bean bag. Pretend it is a
lily pad and play “Lily Pad Jump.”
Croak like a frog for more giggles.

Bean Bag 4C

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BEAN BAG LEVEL 4 (36 MONTHS)

“Can you take a few steps and keep the bean
bag on your head?”
“Let’s try holding our arms out like an airplane.”
Put bean bag on head and take a step
or go up on tip toes.

Bean Bag 4D

On tip toes, “Can you stretch your head up to
the sky, without dropping the bean bag?”

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BEAN BAG LEVEL 5 (48 MONTHS)

Hop over bean bag.

Bean Bag 5A

Pretend the bean bag is a lily pad and play
“Lily Pad Jump.” Croak like a frog for more
giggles.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BEAN BAG LEVEL 5 (48 MONTHS)

Pass bean bag behind back.

Bean Bag 5B

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BEAN BAG LEVEL 5 (48 MONTHS)

Stand back to back and pass bean
bag between legs.

Bean Bag 5C

Bean bag activities can help prepare children’s
eyes and hands for reading and writing.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BEAN BAG LEVEL 5 (48 MONTHS)

Toss bean bag to yourself with 2
hands and catch.

Using bean bags is a great way to develop
hand-eye coordination. Catching a ball is more
difficult, so practicing with a bean bag will help
to develop a child’s confidence.
“I did it!”

Bean Bag 5D

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

BELLS STORYTIME CARDS

Instruments are an important part of 2s & 3s
On the Go! programming, and bells in particular
are a wonderful source of sensory stimulation.
Children who still have only unilateral gross
motor function will benefit from an instrument they
can use with one hand. One handed instruments
also provide an opportunity to practice bilateral
movement through activities which require children
to cross their midlines.

#

MOVEMENT: BELLS LEVEL 1 (21 MONTHS)

Song Option:
(shake the bells to the rhythm of the song)
Shake bells low to the ground.
Crossing the horizontal mid-line.

Bells 1A

Hickory, dickory, dock!
The mouse ran up the clock;
The clock struck one,
The mouse ran down,
(shake the bells to the ground)
Hickory, dickory, dock!

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BELLS LEVEL 1 (21 MONTHS)

Shake bells overhead.
“How high can you shake your bells?”
“Can you reach the sky?”
Sing “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star” and
shake bells overhead when you sing…”up
above the world so high. Like a diamond in
the sky.”

Bells 1B

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BELLS LEVEL 2 (24 MONTHS)

Ring bells sitting down.

Option:
Say or Sing favorite nursery rhymes,
while ringing the bells.

Sing:
Did You Ever See a Lassie,
A lassie, A lassie?
Did you ever see a lassie go this way and that?
Go this way and that way,
And this way and that way,
Did you ever see a lassie,
Go this way and that?
*An example of crossing the vertical
mid-line.

Bells 2A

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BELLS LEVEL 2 (24 MONTHS)

Try having the children follow you around the
carpet or room, while
shaking the bells.
Walk and shake bells.

Try marching in place or marching around the
room.
*Some children may feel more comfortable
holding their caregivers hand during this type of
activity.

Bells 2B

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BELLS LEVEL 2 (24 MONTHS)

Options:
Play the “Freeze” game or “Red Light,
Green Light”.
Practice stopping and going while
shaking bells.

Bells 2C

Play music and when the music stops,
the bells stop too.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BELLS LEVEL 3 (30 MONTHS)

Shake bells high and low.
Crossing the horizontal mid-line.

Bells 3A

We shake our bells up high,
We shake our bells down low,
We shake our bells up high,
We shake them down below.
We shake them up high,
we shake them down low,
We shake them in the middle like so.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BELLS LEVEL 3 (30 MONTHS)

Ring bells in front of chest.

Song Option:
“The More we Get
Together”

Bells 3B

The more we get together, together, together,
(ring bells side to side)
The more we get together, the happier we’ll be.
(ring bells side to side)
Because your friends
(ring bells outward)
are my friends
(ring bells at chest)
and my friends
(ring bells at chest)
are your friends,
(ring bells outward)
The more we get together the happier we’ll be.
(ring bells side to side)

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BELLS LEVEL 4 (36 MONTHS)
Example Song:
Shake bells together overhead.

Bells 4A

Way up high in the ring-a-ling tree,
(shake bells over head)
Two little bells were looking at me.
(shake the bells)
I shook that tree just as hard as I could,
(really shake hard)
And down came the bells,
(lower bells)
Wow, they sound good!
(shake the bells)

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BELLS LEVEL 4 (36 MONTHS)
Song Option:
“Row, Row, Row Your Boat”
(Change up the tempo or speed of the song.
Go really slow, then really fast, now repeat).
Shake bells on the ground fast and
slow.

Bells 4B

You can change up the tempo with any favorite
nursery rhyme. The children keep the beat by
shaking their bells along.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BELLS LEVEL 4 (36 MONTHS)

Have the children follow you around the
carpet or room, while
shaking the bells.
Walk and shake bells.

Try marching in place or marching around
the room.
Song Option: “The Ants go Marching”
*Some children may feel more
comfortable
holding their caregivers hand during this type of
activity.

Bells 4A

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BELLS LEVEL 5 (48 MONTHS)

Shake bells behind back.

Bells 5A

I shake my bell behind me
I shake my bell behind me,
I shake my bell behind me,
Because it’s fun to do!

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BELLS LEVEL 5 (48 MONTHS)
Song Option:
“Row, Row, Row Your Boat”
(Change up the tempo or speed of the song.
Go really slow, then really fast, now repeat).
Shake bells fast and slow.

Bells 5B

You can change up the tempo with any favorite
nursery rhyme. The children keep the beat by
shaking their bells along.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BELLS LEVEL 5 (48 MONTHS)

Song Option:

Shake bells soft and loud.

John Jacob Jingleheimer Schmidt,
his name is my name too,
whenever I go out,
the people always shout,
there goes John Jacob Jingleheimer Schmidt,
Da, da, da, da, da, da, da, da
(start the song out softly and end loudly)

Bells 5C

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: BELLS LEVEL 5 (48 MONTHS)

Make rhythm patterns with the bells
(i.e. two shakes on the ground, two
shakes in front, two shakes overhead).

Bells 5D

Play a game of “Follow the Leader” by having
the children copy your rhythm pattern. Some
children may want to be the leader. If your
group is not too big, be sure and let them try.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

DRUM MARCHES STORYTIME CARDS

Drums are a great way to teach children
about following directions. Drum marches require
children to listen and pay attention to authority
figures, and also provide an opportunity to praise
children for good listening skills.
Drum marches exercise fine motor ability and
balance while instilling an understanding of
rhythm.

#

MOVEMENT: DRUM MARCHES LEVEL 1 (21 MONTHS)
Song Option:
Marching to the drum is fun,
Marching to the drum,
I pick up my feet and march to the beat,
I’m marching to the drum.
Practice marching in place to the beat.
“The Ants Go Marching One by One”

Drum Marches 1A

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: DRUM MARCHES LEVEL 1 (21 MONTHS)
Play a game of “Follow the Leader” as you
lead the children from one side of the room to
the other.

March to the beat, going from one side
of the room and then to the other.

Drum Marches 1B

Dum Ditty
Dum-ditty, dum-ditty, dum, dum, dum.
Follow me while I beat my drum.
Dum-ditty, dum-ditty, dum, dum, dum.
Clapping to the beat is so much fun!

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: DRUM MARCHES LEVEL 2 (24 MONTHS)
Song Options:
“The Farmer in the Dell”
Marching around in a circle and
practice stopping when the beat
stops.

“I’m a little Teapot”

Child along with caregiver

STOP singing at different times during the
rhymes or song. This is the cue for the children
to FREEZE.

Drum Marches 2A

“Itsy, Bitsy Spider”

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: DRUM MARCHES LEVEL 2 (24 MONTHS)
Song Option:

March slow and fast.
Child along with caregiver
“Pop Goes the Weasel”

Drum Marches 2B

Marching in a circle
SLOW
Round and round the cobbler’s bench
The monkey chased the weasel
The monkey thought it was all in fun
FAST
POP! Goes the Weasel!
A penny for a spool of thread,
A penny for a needle
That’s the way the money goes!
POP! Goes the Weasel!

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: DRUM MARCHES LEVEL 3 (30 MONTHS)
Song Option:
Down by the station
Early in the morning
See the little pufferbellies
All in a row
March in one direction, then march
backwards.

See the station master
Turn the little handle
Puff, puff, toot, toot
Off we go!
(Now repeat and march backwards)

Drum Marches 3A

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: DRUM MARCHES LEVEL 3 (30 MONTHS)

March, stomp, and tiptoe to the beat of
the drum.

The ants go marching one by one,
Hurrah, Hurrah
The ants go marching one by one,
Hurrah, Hurrah
The ants go marching one by one
The little one stops to suck his thumb
And they all go marching down, to the
ground, to get out of the rain
BOOM, BOOM, BOOM
Repeat with STOMPING and
TIP TOEING

Drum Marches 3B

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: DRUM MARCHES LEVEL 4 (36 MONTHS)
And we march, and we march, and we march,
and we STOP!
One foot up, one foot down,
Now let’s turn all around.
March and freeze, balancing on one
foot.

Drum Marches 4A

And we march, and we march, and we march,
and we STOP!
One foot up, one foot down, now let’s turn all
around.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: DRUM MARCHES LEVEL 4 (36 MONTHS)
BOOM, BOOM, ain’t it great to be crazy?
BOOM, BOOM, ain’t is great to be crazy?
Giddy and foolish the whole day through,
BOOM, BOOM, ain’t it great to be crazy?
March and copy arm movements (arms
up, arms swim, arms wiggle, arms
straight).

Drum Marches 4B

Repeat this chorus for each new arm
movement, as you are marching around the
room. The children will love the repetition.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: DRUM MARCHES LEVEL 4 (36 MONTHS)
Song Options:
“Old MacDonald”
“She’ll Be Comin’ round the Mountain”
Or
Jump around the circle to the beat of
the drum.

Drum Marches 4C

While the children are jumping and following
you around the circle, play with different beat
patterns.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: DRUM MARCHES LEVEL 5 (48 MONTHS)
Song Options:
“Skip, Skip, Skip to my Lou”
Hop and skip around the circle to the
beat of the drum.

Drum Marches 5

“This Little Light of Mine”
“Here We go ‘round the Mulberry Bush”

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

PARACHUTE STORYTIME CARDS

Parachutes are a great storytime tool for
sensory stimulation and gross motor exercise.
Parachute activities also provide an
opportunity to teach children about teamwork and
sharing through group play.

#

MOVEMENT: PARACHUTE LEVEL 1 (21 MONTHS)
Song Option:
“If You’re Happy and You Know It”

Lift high, down low, then shake the
parachute in the middle.

Parachute 1A

If you’re happy and you know it shake the
chute.
If you’re happy and you know it shake the
chute.
If you’re happy and you know it and you really
want to show it,
If you’re happy and you know it shake the
chute.
Additional verse… shake it high
Additional verse… shake it low

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: PARACHUTE LEVEL 1 (21 MONTHS)

Walk in one direction holding the edge
of the parachute, stop and turn to walk
the other direction.

Parachute 1B

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: PARACHUTE LEVEL 2 (24 MONTHS)

Put a couple of soft balls in the
center: shake slow vs. fast, move one
side up and watch where the balls go.

Parachute 2

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: PARACHUTE LEVEL 3 (30 MONTHS)

Walk towards the middle and then
walk backwards out.

Parachute 3A

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: PARACHUTE LEVEL 3 (30 MONTHS)

Hold parachute up high, standing on
tiptoes.
Song Option:
“The Grand Old Duke of York”

Parachute 3B

The Grand Old Duke of York,
He had ten thousand men.
He marched them to the top of the hill
(parachute goes up)
and he marched them down again.
(parachute goes down)
When they’re up they’re up,
(parachute up)
And when they’re down they’re down,
(parachute down)
And when they’re only half way up,
(parachute half way up)
they’re neither up nor down.
(parachute up then down)

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: PARACHUTE LEVEL 4 (36 MONTHS)
Song Option:
“If You’re Happy and You Know It”
...stand on one foot
...reach up high
...do both
Hold parachute up high and stand on
one foot.

Parachute 4A

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: PARACHUTE LEVEL 4 (36 MONTHS)
Song Option:

Jump around the circle, holding the
edge of the parachute.

Parachute 4B

This is the way we jump around, jump around,
jump around.
This is the way we jump around holding our
parachute.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: PARACHUTE LEVEL 5 (48 MONTHS)

Song Option:

Hop around the circle, holding the
edge of the parachute.

Parachute 5A

This is the way we hop around,
hop around, hop around.
This is the way we hop around
holding our parachute.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: PARACHUTE LEVEL 4 (36 MONTHS)
Song Option:

Jump around the circle, holding the
edge of the parachute.

Parachute 4B

This is the way we jump around, jump around,
jump around.
This is the way we jump around holding our
parachute.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: PARACHUTE LEVEL 5 (48 MONTHS)

Song Option:

Hop around the circle, holding the
edge of the parachute.

Parachute 5A

This is the way we hop around,
hop around, hop around.
This is the way we hop around
holding our parachute.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

RHYTHM STICKS STORYTIME CARDS

Rhythm sticks are a great tool for children
developing and refining their bilateral gross motor
abilities. Using one stick in each hand requires
children to use both sides of the body together.
More advanced rhythm stick activities require
children to hit the sticks together or move them in
circles, thus crossing their midlines.
Instrument activities teach children concepts
such as soft, hard, quiet, and loud, as well as high
and low.

#

MOVEMENT: RHYTHM STICKS LEVEL 1 (21 MONTHS)
This Old Man (traditional)
(Start singing with sticks silent)

This old man, he played one,
Hit sticks on the ground.
Follow the rhythm to a favorite nursery
rhyme. You might try:

(Simultaneously call out and tap “one”)
He played nick-nack on my thumb. (Show thumb)
With a nick-nack paddy whack (Tap sticks together)
Give a dog a bone, (Tap sticks on floor)

This old man came rolling home.
(Roll sticks around each other)
continue up to ten, at which point you finish with:

I think this song’s about to end.
With a nick-nack paddy whack
Give a dog a bone,
This old man came rolling home.

Rhythm Sticks 1A

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: RHYTHM STICKS LEVEL 1 (21 MONTHS)
Rhyme Options:


Wave sticks overhead.

Rhythm Sticks 1B

Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star
 The Itsy, Bitsy Spider

You might count to ten, beginning with number
one and tapping one the floor. Gradually keep
tapping upward, ending at number ten, while
tapping above your head.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: RHYTHM STICKS LEVEL 2 (24 MONTHS)
Song Option:

Hit sticks together sitting down (one
more braced against the ground).

Rhythm Sticks 2A

The more we tap together, together, together,
The more we tap together, the happier we’ll be.
‘Cause your friends are my friends and my
friends are your friends,
The more we tap together the happier we’ll be.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: RHYTHM STICKS LEVEL 2 (24 MONTHS)
Song Options:
(Tap sticks together while singing)

Walk and wave sticks.

This is the way we walk with sticks, walk with
sticks, walk with sticks,
This is the way we walk with sticks,
So early in the morning.
This is the way we wave our sticks, wave our
sticks, wave our sticks,
This is the way we wave our sticks,
So early in the morning.

Rhythm Sticks 2B

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: RHYTHM STICKS LEVEL 3 (30 MONTHS)

Rhyming Options:
Hickory, Dickory, Dock
If You’re Happy and You Know It
 Pop! Goes the Weasel!




Wave sticks high and low.

(As you say the rhyme, move the sticks
accordingly)

Rhythm Sticks 3A

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: RHYTHM STICKS LEVEL 3 (30 MONTHS)
Song Option:

Hit sticks together in front of chest.

This is the way we tap our sticks, tap our sticks,
tap our sticks,
This is the way we tap our sticks,
So early in the morning.
This is the way we rub our sticks, rub our sticks,
rub our sticks,
This is the way we rub our sticks,
So early in the morning.

Rhythm Sticks 3B

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: RHYTHM STICKS LEVEL 3 (30 MONTHS)
Song Options:
(Tap sticks together while singing)

Wave sticks high and low.

This is the way we walk with sticks, walk with
sticks, walk with sticks,
This is the way we walk with sticks,
So early in the morning.
This is the way we wave our sticks, wave our
sticks, wave our sticks,
This is the way we wave our sticks,
So early in the morning.

Rhythm Sticks 3A

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: RHYTHM STICKS LEVEL 3 (30 MONTHS)
Song Option:
“If You’re Happy & You Know It”

Hit sticks together in front of chest.

Rhythm Sticks 3B

If you’re happy and you know it tap your stick.
If you’re happy and you know it tap your stick.
If you’re happy and you know it and you really
want to show it,
If you’re happy and you know it tap you’re
stick.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: RHYTHM STICKS LEVEL 4 (36 MONTHS)
Song Option:

Hit sticks together overhead.

Rhythm Sticks 4A

You are my sunshine,
My only sunshine.
You make me happy,
When skies are grey.
You’ll never know dear,
How much I love you,
Please don’t take my sunshine away.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: RHYTHM STICKS LEVEL 4 (36 MONTHS)
Song Option:
5 Little Monkeys

Hit sticks on ground fast and slow.

Rhythm Sticks 4B

Five little monkeys swinging in a tree
(tap slow)
Teasing Mr. Alligator,
(tap slow)
“Can’t catch me! Can’t catch me!”
(tap fast)
Along came Mr. Alligator quiet as can be,
(tap slow)
and snapped that monkey right out of that tree!
(tap fast)
*continue counting down

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: RHYTHM STICKS LEVEL 4 (36 MONTHS)
Song Option:

Walk and hit sticks together.

The ants go marching one by one,
Hoorah! Hoorah!
The ants go marching one by one,
Hoorah! Hoorah!
The ants go marching one by one:
The little one stops to suck his thumb,
And they all go marching down, to the ground,
to get out of the rain,
Boom, boom, boom, boom!
Etc...

Rhythm Sticks 4C

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: RHYTHM STICKS LEVEL 5 (48 MONTHS)
Option:
Count to ten while tapping sticks in front.
Count backwards from ten, while tapping sticks
behind back.
Hit sticks together behind back.

Now try:
...slow
...fast

Rhythm Sticks 5A

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: RHYTHM STICKS LEVEL 5 (48 MONTHS)
Rhyming Options:
1, 2, 3, 4, let’s tap our sticks some more.
Tap them FAST, tap them SLOW,
Tap them from your head to your toe.
Hit sticks together fast and slow.

**********
I can tap my sticks so SLOW,
Up above to down below.
I can tap my sticks so FAST,
Up above and down at last.

Rhythm Sticks 5B

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: RHYTHM STICKS LEVEL 5 (48 MONTHS)
Try tapping out patterns:
A, A, A, A,
A, B, A, B,
A, A, B, A, A, B,
Make patterns with the sticks (i.e. two
on the ground, two in front, two
overhead).

Rhythm Sticks 5C

Example:
Tap, tap, tap, tap
Tap stick, tap floor, tap stick, tap floor
Tap stick, tap stick, tap floor, tap stick, tap stick,
tap floor
Etc...

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

RIBBONS STORYTIME CARDS

Ribbons are an extremely effective gross
motor tool, and for children who are old enough to
grasp the ribbons instead of wearing them tied
around the wrist, they provide fine motor exercise
as well.
Ribbon activities provide a source of
unilateral gross motor exercise, while offering
bilateral exercise through midline-crossing actions
such as circular motions.
Ribbons can also be used to teach concepts
such as low, high, fast, and slow.

#

MOVEMENT: RIBBONS LEVEL 1 (21 MONTHS)
Rhyming Options:
Wave your ribbon up high,
Wave your ribbon down low,
Wave your ribbon in the middle like so.
Wave up high, down low, then wave
ribbons in the middle.

Ribbons 1A

**********
Ribbon, ribbon way up high, can you touch the
big blue sky?
Ribbon, ribbon way down low, on the ground
moving to and fro.
Ribbon, ribbon in the middle, let’s sing a song to
the Cat and the Fiddle.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: RIBBONS LEVEL 1 (21 MONTHS)

Stand in a big circle and walking in
one direction while waving the ribbon,
stop and turn to walk the other
direction.

Ribbons 1B

Play some music, sing some songs, say some
rhymes. Have fun!

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: RIBBONS LEVEL 2 (24 MONTHS)
Song Option:

Wave up high, down low, then wave
ribbons in the middle.

Ribbons 2

Ribbons to the stars.
Ribbons to your nose.
Turn around and ribbons on your toes.
Ribbons way up high,
Ribbons way down low,
Ribbons twirling in the middle like so.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: RIBBONS LEVEL 3 (30 MONTHS)
Song Option:

Walk towards middle while waving the
ribbon and then walk out backwards.

You walk your ribbon in,
You walk your ribbon out,
You walk your ribbon in and you twirl it all
about.
You do the ribbon dance and you turn yourself
around,
That’s what it’s all about.
Repeat...

Ribbons 3

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: RIBBONS LEVEL 4 (36 MONTHS)

Wave ribbon up high and stand on
one foot.

Ribbons 4A

Let’s pretend to be a marching band. Let’s
march around waving our ribbons way up high.
Now when we are marching let’s lift our legs
high. We march and we march and we march
and we STOP! Let’s stand on one foot and
wave our ribbons high in the sky. Great job!
Are you ready? Here we go...We march and we
march and we march and we STOP! Good listening! Let’s stand on one foot again and wave
those ribbons way up high. Terrific! Should we
march some more? (Repeat sequence)

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: RIBBONS LEVEL 4 (36 MONTHS)
Song Options
“London Bridge is falling down
Falling down, falling down
London Bridge is falling down
My fair lady”
Wave ribbon across body from far left
to far right.

************************
My ribbon waves to my left,
My ribbon waves to my right,
I wave my ribbon way up high,
Then wave it out of sight.
(Repeat)

Ribbons 4B

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: RIBBONS LEVEL 5 (48 MONTHS)

While moving ribbon in a vertical “8” pattern

Move the ribbon in a vertical “8”
pattern. Then move it in a horizontal
“8” pattern.

Ribbon, oh ribbon, oh ribbon I say,
Spinning around and twirling away,
Now moving ribbon in a horizontal “8” pattern
Up to the sky and down to the ground
Spinning and twirling all around.

Ribbons 4A

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: RIBBONS LEVEL 5 (48 MONTHS)
Song Options:

Wave the ribbon in a circular
movement, practicing both big and
small circles.

Ribbons 4B

Here we go round the Mulberry Bush,
the Mulberry Bush,
the Mulberry Bush,
Here we go round the Mulberry Bush,
On a cold and frosty morning.
Here we go round the Mulberry Bush,
the Mulberry Bush,
the Mulberry Bush,
Here we go round the Mulberry Bush,
So early in the morning.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

SCARVES STORYTIME CARDS

Scarves provide an opportunity to practice
both gross and fine motor skills during storytime.
Shaking and twirling scarves exercises gross motor
ability, while actions such as crumpling and folding
scarves practice fine motor skills and exercise
finger muscles.
Activities such as ‘washing’ with scarves
practice imaginary play while modeling healthy
behavior and naming body parts.
Tossing and catching scarves exercises both
gross motor skills and depth perception.

#

MOVEMENT: SCARVES LEVEL 1 (21 MONTHS)
Option:

Wave up high, down low, then wave
scarf in the middle.

Scarves 1A

“Let’s pretend to be birds flying in the sky. Can
you move your scarves like a bird? Let’s flap
our wings up high, like we’re flying up to a tree.
Now let’s flap our wings down low, like we’re
landing on the ground. Now let’s flap our wings
in the middle and glide around”.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: SCARVES LEVEL 1 (21 MONTHS)
Song Option:
Pop! Goes the Weasel

Play peek-a-boo with the scarf.

Scarves 1B

Round and round the cobbler’s bench
(hide behind scarf)
The monkey chased the weasel
(hide behind the scarf)
The monkey thought it was all in fun
(hide behind the scarf)
POP! Goes the weasel!
(POP out from behind scarf)

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: SCARVES LEVEL 1 (21 MONTHS)
Option:
Let’s count to three and drop our scarf.
Now, let’s count to three and pick it up.
That was fun! Let’s do that again...
Repeat
Drop the scarf and pick it up.

Scarves 1C

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: SCARVES LEVEL 2 (24 MONTHS)
Options:
Lay out hula hoops and have the children practice throwing their scarf in.
Throw the scarf forward (overhand).

Put out a large tub and have the children practice throwing their scarf in. This can make
cleaning up fun!
Have the child and caregiver practice throwing
the scarf to one another.

Scarves 2A

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: SCARVES LEVEL 2 (24 MONTHS)
Song Option:
“If You’re Happy and you Know It”

Place scarf on head, feet, etc.

If you’re happy and you know it, put your scarf
on your head,
If you’re happy and you know it, put your scarf
on your head,
If you’re happy and you know and you really
want to show it,
If you’re happy and you know it, put your scarf
on your head.
*Now try other body parts

Scarves 2B

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: SCARVES LEVEL 2 (24 MONTHS)
Song Option:

Pretend to wash different body parts
with the scarf.

This is the way we wash our hands, wash
our hands, wash our hands.
This is the way we wash our hands, so early
in the morning.
This is the way we wash our neck, wash our
neck, wash our neck.
This is the way we wash our neck, so early
in the morning.
And so on….

Scarves 2C

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: SCARVES LEVEL 2 (24 MONTHS)
Option:

Squish scarf into a ball and then
practice throwing it up in the air.

Scarves 2D

“How high can we throw our scarves? Let’s
squish them up real tight in our hands. Now let’s
count to three and then THROW our scarf up
into the air! 1, 2, 3, Wheeeeee!”

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: SCARVES LEVEL 3 (30 MONTHS)
Song Option:

Walk towards the middle of the circle
while waving the scarf and then walk
out backwards.

Scarves 3A

The more we get together,
(walk towards middle waving scarf)
Together, together,
The more we get together,
(walk backwards waving scarf)
The happier we’ll be.
Cause your friends are my friends
(walk towards middle waving scarf)
And my friends are your friends.
The more we get together
(walk backwards waving scarf)
The happier we’ll be.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: SCARVES LEVEL 3 (30 MONTHS)
Rhyme Option:
Heels up,
Heels down,
Wave your scarves all around.
Wave scarves up high, standing on
tiptoes.

Scarves 3B

Heels down,
Heels up,
Wave your scarves to the ground.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: SCARVES LEVEL 4 (36 MONTHS)
Rhyme Option:
Wave your scarves way up HIGH,
Wave your scarves way down LOW.
Wave your scarves in the middle like so.
Wave scarf up high and stand on one
foot.

Scarves 4A

Wave your scarves and stand on one foot,
Wave your scarves and stand on two feet,
Wave your scarves to a marching beat.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: SCARVES LEVEL 4 (36 MONTHS)

Rhyme Option:

Wave scarf across body from far left
to far right.

We wave them to the left,
We wave them to the right,
We wave them to the left,
Them we wave them out of sight.
“Let’s do that again”

Scarves 4B

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: SCARVES LEVEL 5 (48 MONTHS)
Rhyme Option:

Move the scarf in vertical and
horizontal “8” patterns.

Scarves 5A

(horizontal “8” pattern)
Scarves, oh scarves
So many colors I see,
One for you and one for me.
(vertical “8” pattern)
Scarves, oh scarves
Floating way up high,
So many colors in the sky.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: SCARVES LEVEL 5 (48 MONTHS)
Rhyme Option:

Wave the scarf in a circular
movement, practicing big and small
circles.

Scarves 5B

“Let’s take our scarf and move them in circles.
Now let’s count to ten.
Let’s take our scarves and move them in great,
big circles and count again.”

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

SHAKERS STORYTIME CARDS

Instruments are an important part of 2s & 3s
On the Go! programming and, like bells, shakers
are a wonderful source of sensory stimulation.
Switching between bells and shakers allows for
variety while still providing a sense of familiarity
to children.
Children who still have only unilateral gross
motor function will benefit from an instrument they
can use with one hand. One-handed instruments
also provide an opportunity to practice bilateral
movement through activities which require children
to cross their midlines.

#

MOVEMENT: SHAKERS LEVEL 1 (21 MONTHS)
Song Option:
“If You’re Happy & You Know It”

Play a game of shaking the shaker
high and low. Cue with words “down
low!” and “up high!”

If you’re happy and you know it
Shake up HIGH,
If you’re happy and you know it
Shake up HIGH,
If you’re happy and you know it
Shake your shaker HIGH to show it,
If you’re happy and you know it
Shake up HIGH.
Repeat with ...down LOW.

Shakers 1A

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: SHAKERS LEVEL 1 (21 MONTHS)

Rhyme Option:

Pass the shaker back and forth with a
parent.

Shakers 1B

I shake my shaker, one, two, three
Mommy shakes the shaker, one, two, three
I shake my shaker, one, two, three
Shaking the shaker is fun with me!

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: SHAKERS LEVEL 1 (21 MONTHS)
Song Option:
Baa, Baa, black sheep,
Have you any wool?
Yes sir, yes sir,
Three bags full.

Shake the shaker to a slow, steady
beat.

One for the master,
One for the dame,
And one for the little boy
Who lives down the lane.

Shakers 1C

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: SHAKERS LEVEL 2 (24 MONTHS)
Options:
Play a piece of music and practice clapping
to the beat
 Sing a favorite song, while clapping to the
beat
 Play a simple game of “Hot Potato,”
encouraging the children to pass the shaker to
one hand and then give a clap. Repeat by
passing the shaker to the other hand and giving a clap.



Practice clapping, holding the shaker in
one hand and bringing hands together.

Shakers 2A

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: SHAKERS LEVEL 2 (24 MONTHS)
Rhyme Option:

Hold the shaker in one hand and
shake the shaker around in a big
circle.

Shakers 2B

Shake my shaker in one hand,
Big circle all around.
Shake my shaker in one hand,
Big circle to the ground.
Shaking my shaker all around,
Listen to its pretty sound.
Shaking circles in the air,
Making circles everywhere.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: SHAKERS LEVEL 2 (24 MONTHS)
Rhyme Option:
Way up high in the apple tree
(balance on one foot)
I saw two apples looking at me.
Practice balancing on one foot while
shaking the shaker in the middle.

Shakers 2C

I shook the tree just as hard as I could and
(shake the shaker)
down came the apples,
Mmmmm they were good!

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: SHAKERS LEVEL 3 (30 MONTHS)
Rhyme Option:
“Hot Potato”

Pass the shaker from one hand to the
other.

Shakers 3A

Hot potato, hot potato
(move shaker back and forth)
Hot potato, hot potato
(move shaker back and forth)
We mash them, we fry them,
(move shaker back and forth)
We bake them , we dry them
(move shaker back and forth)
Hot potato, hot potato
(move shaker back and forth)

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: SHAKERS LEVEL 3 (30 MONTHS)
Rhyme Option:

Two step game: touch your knee, touch
your head,” etc.

Shakers 3B

Touch your shaker to your head,
Touch your shaker to your knee.
Touch your shaker to your head,
Now shake your shaker just like me.
Touch your shaker to your chin,
Touch your shaker to your toes.
Touch your shaker to you chin,
Shake your shaker by your nose.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: SHAKERS LEVEL 3 (30 MONTHS)
Song Options:
Here we go round the Mulberry Bush,
The Mulberry Bush, the Mulberry Bush,
Here we go round the Mulberry Bush,
So early in the morning.
Hold shaker with two hands and
move it in a circular pattern.

Shakers 3C

*****************
Round and round the cobbler’s bench
The monkey chased the weasel.
The monkey thought it was all in fun,
POP! goes the weasel!

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: SHAKERS LEVEL 4 (36 MONTHS)
Song Option:

Stand in a circle and pass the shakers.

Pass, pass, pass your egg
Gently down the line.
Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily
Soon will I get mine.
Pass, pass, pass your egg
To your neighbor near.
Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily
Yeah, my egg is really here.

Shakers 4

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: SHAKERS LEVEL 5 (48 MONTHS)
Rhyme Option:

Pass shaker behind back.

This is the way we hide the shaker,
Hide the shaker, hide the shaker.
This is the way we hide the shaker,
Behind all our backs.
This is the way we pass the shaker,
Pass the shaker, pass the shaker.
This is the way we pass the shaker,
Behind all our backs.

Shakers 5A

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: SHAKERS LEVEL 5 (48 MONTHS)
Song Option:

Stand back to back and pass shaker
between legs.

Shakers 5B

This is the way we pass the shaker,
Pass the shaker, pass the shaker.
This is the way we pass the shaker,
Between our dancing legs.

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

MOVEMENT: SHAKERS LEVEL 5 (48 MONTHS)
Option:
“Let’s count to ten while we catch our shaker
with two hands.”
Toss shaker to yourself with 2 hands
and catch.

One (catch), two (catch), etc...
“Great job! Now let’s count to ten in Spanish
while catch our shaker with two hands.”
Uno (catch), dos (catch), tres (catch), etc…
Muy Bien!

Shakers 5C

M U S I C A N D M OV EM E N T

CHAPTER 3:
PLANNING & SUPPLIES

#

STORYTIME LAYOUT
Layout of a storytime space has a huge impact. The right layout will enable greater control of and
attention from an audience while still giving space to conduct activities.
In a large storytime space, it is important to reduce the appearance of the room. Tables, chairs, and
other furniture can be used to mark off a smaller portion of the room for storytime use. Rugs can be
extremely useful tools for defining storytime space. Defining a storytime space gives visual cues to children
and families, which tell them where to sit and where they should stay away from. This is especially important
in large spaces, where children might be inclined to wander.
The easel/felt board is a crucial tool for 2s & 3s On the Go! However, children may be distracted by
it and try to get close and touch. This can be prevented with a tape line on the floor around the easel, or else
by explaining an “invisible line” which should not be crossed. Should children get too close, simply ask them to
sit so that others can see.
A book cart carrying books relevant to the day’s storytime is a useful technique to encourage
continued reading at home.

Parents sit around rug

Storytime Rug
(children & some parents sit here)

Book Cart
Easel/Felt Board

(fill with books relevant to each storytime
for families to check out)

#

BASIC SUPPLIES FOR 2S & 3S ON THE GO!

There are many wonderful vendors, however, we thought it might be helpful for you
to know where we purchased our materials and the cost. You can make some of
these materials yourself and you can find instructions for them at the California
State Library Early Learning with Families Pinterest (pinterest.com/ELF2Libraries),
along with vendor websites.

Movement
Item
Excellerations Brawny Tough Rainbow
Parachute - 12'
Get Out & Get Moving Kit (59 pieces)
Jumbo Soft Foam Balls (Set of 6)
Small Stretch-eze

Vender

Cost Per Item

Quantity

Total Cost

Discount School Supply

$36.79

1

$36.79

Discount School Supply
Discount School Supply
Discount School Supply

$195.95
$39.99
$34.99

1
1
5

$195.95
$39.99
$174.95

Cost Per Item
$19.99
$16.99
$19.99
$15.99
$72.99
$24.99
$19.99
$39.99
$15.99
$39.99
$49.99
$19.99
$42.95

Quantity
2
2
3
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
1

Total Cost
$39.98
$33.98
$59.97
$15.99
$72.99
$49.98
$39.98
$79.98
$15.99
$79.98
$49.99
$39.98
$42.95

Music
Item
Activity Beanbags
Activity Scarves
Bamboo Rhythm Sticks
Beanbag Fun CD
Best of Greg & Steve CD Library
Easy-Grip Jingle Bells (Set of 8)
Egg Shakers (Set of 12)
Heavy-Duty Drums (Set of 4)
Musical Scarves Activity CD
Toddler Tambourines
True Tone Hand Bells
Wrist Ribbons (Set of 12)
Nursery Rhymes Felt

Vendor
Lakeshore
Lakeshore
Lakeshore
Lakeshore
Lakeshore
Lakeshore
Lakeshore
Lakeshore
Lakeshore
Lakeshore
Lakeshore
Lakeshore
Littlefolksvisuals

#

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES: SUGGESTED READING
Suggested Reading:
Storytimes for Everyone: Developing Young Children’s Language and Literacy
Saroj Nadkarni Ghoting and Pamela Martin-Diaz
The Complete Book of Rhymes, Songs, Poems, Fingerplays, and Chants
Jackie Silberg and Pam Schiller

Extensions
More Songs & Rhymes

#

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES: KEY WORDS & PHRASES
Words to use during storytimes
Affirmations:
How to say “no”
Etc.

#

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES: EARLY LITERACY GLOSSARY
FINE MOTOR SKILLS (sometimes called “small motor”) use smaller muscles to carry out smaller, more
detailed motions. Fine motor skills typically begin with reflexive grasping hand motions.
GROSS MOTOR SKILLS (sometimes called “big motor”) encompass larger muscles and larger movements.
Gross motor skills typically develop in a unilateral (one-sided) fashion and then a bilateral (twosided) fashion. Crossing the midline is an important element in developing bilateral gross motor
skills (SEE MIDLINE)
MIDLINE refers to an imaginary line bisecting the body. There are two midlines on the human body: one
vertical and one horizontal. Because gross motor movement begins in a unilateral fashion ( SEE
GROSS MOTOR SKILLS), early movement tends to be restricted to one side of the vertical midline at a
time. Movements which cross the midline (e.g., passing an item from one hand to the other)
encourage brain development. Crossing the midline also helps to develop a dominant hand; when a
child begins to spontaneously cross the midline with one hand, they are advancing their fine motor
ability in one side. Therefore, crossing the midline is an important element of learning to write.
PHONEMIC AWARENESS/RECOGNITION is a skill allowing listeners to identify phonemes (the smallest units
of sounds) within words. Children with phonemic awareness can recognize that certain combinations
of printed letters make specific phonemes, which is an important step toward literacy (e.g.,
recognizing that the letters “ca” form the phonemes /k/ and /æ/ will allow children to understand
that the words “cat” and “cap” are pronounced similarly). Phonemic awareness helps children to
associated printed words and spoken words.
PRE-LITERACY refers to the development period between birth and literacy. Skills developed during this
time all contribute to a child’s reading aptitude, which can majorly impact lifelong success and
happiness.
PRINT AWARENESS is a very basic understanding of printed language. For example, knowing that English
is read left-to-right and top-to-bottom. Children who learn this skill early are set-up for early
literacy.
PRINT MOTIVATION refers to the desire to read. Children with high print motivation are far less likely to
struggle with reading and learning to read. Print motivation is affected by how frequently children
are read to by parents, how they see their parents relate to books, and how they see print used in
everyday life. Storytimes can contribute greatly to print motivation by creating a correlation
between reading and entertainment.
Etc.

SONGS: FIVE GREEN AND SPECKLED FROGS
Five Green and Speckled frogs,
Sat on a speckled log,
Eating some most delicious bugs.
Yum, Yum!
One jumped into the pool,
Where it was nice and cool,
Now there are four green and speckled frogs.
Gulp, Gulp.
Count down to one and end song with zero green and speckled frogs.
Gulp, Gulp.
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SONGS:

CLOSING SONG:
Read, Read, Reading is Fun
Read, Read, it’s for everyone
Read, Read, I’m excited to say
Read to your child every day!
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SONGS: OCEAN THEME (THE WHEELS ON THE BUS)
The fish in the ocean go gulp, gulp, gulp,
Gulp, gulp, gulp, gulp, gulp, gulp.
The fish in the ocean go gulp, gulp, gulp
All day long.
The crab on the rock goes pinch, pinch, pinch…
All day long.
The shark in the ocean goes chomp, chomp, chomp…
The octopus in the ocean has 8 arms, 8 arms, 8 arms…
...waving all day long.
Dolphins...go leap, leap, leap…
Jelly fish...go wobble, wobble, wobble…
Waves...go up & down...

Songs 24

Make fun body motions to follow the
actions.
Fish- pretend to gulp
Crab– use hands to mimic pinchers
Shark– hands together, fingers bent,
open and close like a jaw
Octopus– wiggle arms
Dolphins– jump up and down
Jelly Fish– wiggle fingers
Waves– move body up and down

2 S & 3 S O N TH E GO!

SONGS: JUNGLE THEME (THE WHEELS ON THE BUS)
The parrots in the jungle go
Squawk, squawk, squawk,
Squawk, squawk, squawk,
Squawk, squawk, squawk,
The parrots in the jungle go
Squawk, squawk, squawk
All day long.
Lions...Roar, Roar, Roar
Monkeys ….Ooo, Ooo, Ooo
Tigers...Grrr, Grrr, Grrr,
Snakes...Sss, Sss, Sss
Crocodiles...Snap, Snap, Snap
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SONGS:
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